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A cycle analysis of the turbine-propeller engine is given
in terms of the parameters of the cycle and the component ef-
ficiencies of the engine v/ith and without regen<^ ration. By means
of a Taylor expansion about the point of ideal efficiencies, total
power output, specific fuel consumption, and optinnum jet pres-
sure ratio are given in terms of the ideal values plus corrections
for small variations in the component efficiencies from 100 /o.
In this way, the relative importance of component efficiencies
in affecting the performance of the ideal turboprop cycle is demon-
strated by means of sin^ple analytical expressions involving the
basic cycle parameters and the component efficiencies.
The analysis of the ideal turboprop cycle is given in terms
of three basic parameters which are functions of the forward
flight speed, the compressor pressure ratio, and the limiting
combustion chatinber temperature. For the ideal cycle, the jet
pressure ratio for optimum division of power between propeller
and jet results in the total work of the cycle being done by the
propeller
.
Of the component efficiencies, the turbine efficiency was
found to be the most important In affecting the perforn^ance cri-
teria of the ideal turboprop cycle. Since all work is done by
the propeller in the ideal cycle, the propeller i^fficiency was also




as considered in this analysis, decreased the total power output
f







In the analysis and design of an aircraft gas-turbine pro-
peller-driving power plant, it is important not only to have a
sinoplified method of analyzing the cycle with a convenient notation,
but also to find the relative effect on performance of snnall varia-
tions of the component efficiencies in the ideal cycle. In the actual '
design work of connponent parts cf a turboprop engine , the engineer
must work with complex performance and characteristics curves
in order to obtain quantitative data for the construction of the
nnachine . However, it would seem that a simple analytical ex-
pression, containing the known parameters of the cycle and giving
the relative effect of a snnall change in component efficiencies on
the performance of the ideal cycle , would be helpful in overall
design considerations.
The problem of analyzing the flow in the gas-turbine power
plant has been treated extensively (see References). A method
for datarmining the optimum division of power between jet and
propeller for maxitnum thrust has been graphically analyzed in
Reference 3, This method involves the use of complex curves in
order to find the optimum jet pressure ratio for maxinnunn thrust
with a given set of engine operating conditions . It would seem
less cumbersome if a simple analytical expression could be de-
rived for the ideal cycle optimum jet pressure ratio and the
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variation therefrom for a small change in component efficiencies.
An analysis of the basic turboprop cycle , with and without
regeneration, was made in terms of the parameters of the system.
In this analysis, the weight of fuel injected in the combustion
chamber and the variation of specific heats were neglected. Com-
bustion efficiency was assumed to be 100% . and the momentum
pressure loss in the combustion chamber was also neglected. Isen-
tropic, frictionlcss compression in the inlet diffuser was assumed.
From the cycle analysis, perfornnance expressions were derived
for total power output and specific fuel consunnption. A relation
defining th« optimum jet pressure ratio was obtained from the
total power output of the cycle.
The relative effect on performance criteria of small
changes in component efficiencies was then investigated to show,
individually, the influence of losses in each component. Using
the relations derived for total power output, specific fuel consump-
tion, and optimum jet pressure ratio, a Taylor expansion was used
o
,
from the ideal operating point (all component efficiencies 100 /o)
.
The coefficients of these derived expansions were then used to
show the relative effect of component efficiencies on the ideal per-
formance of the turboprop cycle .
I<i
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I. ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC TURBOPROP CYCL£:
A schematic diagram of the basic turbine-propeller engine
without regeneration is presented as Figure I. The various points
In the cycle through which the working fluid passes are nunribered
and are referred to in the derivation. Symbols used in the analy-
sis are defined in Appendix A. Expressions for work output of
cpmponent parts, temperature ratios at various points in the ideal
and non-idaal cycle, and all performance criteria have been de-
rived in terms of four basic parameters of the cycle:
The factory^ , therefore, is related to the aircraft flight speed.
Th.i factor <J^ is related to the pressure ratio across the com-
pressor.
The factor K is related to the temperature rise in the combustion
chamber and, hence, to the quantity of fuel injected and burned.
Xzi
xW'%
When the factorsy^ , G , and K have been prescribed in any given
turboprop cycle, there is one additional paranneter needed to de-
fine completely the performance. This parameter has been chosen
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as the jet pressure ratio X , and defines the pressure and teiriper-
ature ratio across the jet exhaust nozzle . The value of the jet
pressure ratio in any given cycle determines the proportion of
the total work of the engine that goes to driving the propeller and
the proportion that goes to jet thrust. If the optimun:^ jet pressure
ratio X*t for optinnum division of power between propeller and jet,
is introduced in terms oiyU, d, and K, then the performance cri-
teria of the complete ideal cycle can be expressed in terms of
these three parameters only.
The Basic Turbopropeller Cycle. In the basic cycle, air
passes from free streanri at station G and is compressed isen-
tropically and without friction in the iniet diffuoer to station I.




Compression in the compressor ii carried out between
stations I and 2. Introducing the notation described above, the





The work of the compressor for ideal and non-ideal compression is:
We(ideal) = Cf, (Tx' -T,) = CpTt (^ - ^ j
U/c (ideal) =. Cpn^(^~l) {^) (6)
The heat added at station 3 in the combustion channber per pound
of air is given below. Combustion efficiency is assumed to be lOO*Vo




The turbine in the turboprop cycle not only supplies the
power to drive the compressor, but alao drives the propeller.
A hypothetical point 4 of the turbine has been chosen to theoret-
ically divide the turbine work between compresacr and propel-
ler. By equating the work of the compressor to the work of the
turbine to station 4, the following temperature ratios are derivea:
Having obtained an expression for the tennperature ratio at point 4,
the work to drive the propeller can be derived by introducing the





IvJ. = Iff Cf, T, [titK (1--^) Vi^'^1 ^^^
1^
(13)
^--I'^D-'hi'-^S]t- # » ^ JJ (14)
Knowing these temperature ratios in terms of the cycle parameters,
the jet velocity yC can be determined:
^(.^ Cy y %^TCf,T, (B^.Tl\
Vl = C,1i^TC,T.K[l-tif(l-^J]0-i)' (f
J
(16)
The output of the turboprop cycle can be expressed either in pounds
thrust or in power dimensions. Since it is believed that the output
of the gas-turbine propeller-diriving engine can best be given in
terms of power, these dinnensions are used throughout the analysis.
Therefore, the power to tliru&t is expressed as:
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Wj- ^c,U^-)[c.^^, O-'kO-m'-i^)-'^^'^^ (18)
The total output of the cycle without regeneration including
propeller work and work to thrust is:
Optimum Jet Pressure Ratio, liquation (19) gives the total
power output of the turboprop cycle in terms of four basic param-
eXevsM.
, O, K, and X and the component efficiencies. By intro-
ducing the optimum jet pressure ratio X* for ideal division of power
between jet and propeller , the basic parameters for the ideal cycle
can be reduced to three, namely.yCc, ^, and K. In order to obtain
an expression defining the optimunn jet pressure ratio X* , the total
work relation is differentiated with respect to X and set equal to
zero. The relation defining the opt innum jet pressure ratio X* is






For ideal efficiencies i^fi'^ ^^ ~ ^v ~// • '^^s reduces
to the following simple expression:
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X ^zr ^fy^-O ^ I
It is interesting to note that the total work expression for the turbo-
prop cycle, with all component efficiencies 100% and with optimum
jet pressure ratio, reduces to;
Vy^^^(ideal) =: (^^Tof^-I^C-^-t) (22)
and is obtained with such a jet pressure ratio X* that the jet velocity
V£j is equal to tho free streann velocity Vq . Thus for the ideal turbo-
prop cycl©, the total work output would go to the propeller if the
condition of optimum jet pressure ratio is imposed. This follows
from the definition of overall efficiency of the turbojet and propeller
cycles. From kinetic energy considerations, the following expres-
sion for overall efficiency of jet and propeller driven systems can
be easily derived:
Here V represents the jet velocity or the velocity behind the pro-
peller disc, and Vq represents free stream velocity. Thus, maxi-
mum efficiency is obtained for a jet cycle when the velocity of the
jet is equal to the free stream velocity. The condition imposed on
the ideal turboprop cycle that propeller efficiency n- is 100 /o.
Implies a propeller disc of infinite radius and an infinite sityjal
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change in velocity across the disc . Since the propeller disc is
greater than the jet exhaust area, it follows that for minimum
kinetic energy loss in the slipstream, ideally all work from the
turboprop cycle will be done by the propeller.
h^ffects of Small Changes in Basic Cycle Farameters,
In order to obtain an expression for the change in total work out-
put due to a small change 6 in the optimum jet pressure ratio
X* , the third term of the following Taylor expansion was calcu-
lated:
where ^r^ I has been set equal to zero and defines the opti-
mum jet pressure ratio X*.
y^'"[['-'?.fi^']0-f)}^^.. -, (^6)






The effect on total work output of the cycle of a small
change
€
in ^ (related to the pressure ratio across the com-
pressor) was found to be:
For rjp^ f]t "^Oc^ ^y~f f ^^ ^ ~ —^~ 'f'f , this reduces to
AW-=eCf,%[^-yuJ (29)
The effect on total work of a sinall change € in K (related to temp-
erature rise In the combustion chamber) is:
For f?/9-nt=^ ^v~/ , X^X*^ <^ (/^Z '^~f, \ , this reduces to:
AU/ = ec^7^(^') (3.)
The effect on total work of a small change 6 in^^ (related to
the forward flight velocity) is:
' />^ V '^"WMW-'}*('-m'->M (3^)
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For ijf,^ fif^f/c = Cy =/^ x = x :
i^Vf^ e CpTc 1^
KZ^^ 1 (33)
Sffect of Small Changes in Connponent Efficiencies on the Power
Coefficient, The effect of sxriall changes in component efficiencies
on the optimum jet preaaure ratio X* for the idealized cycle was
found by determining the coefficients in the following Taylor ex-
pansion:
-^^\(l-n') -/--^ j C'-Cv) -t (34)
To obtain these coefficients, the relation defining the optimum jet
pressure ratio X* was differentiated in respect to the various ef-
ficiencies and evaluated at the point of ideal efficiency. The fol-








and the resulting Taylor expansion is:
The coefficients of this expansion give the changes in the optimum
jet pressure ratio X* from the ideal value when the component ef-
ficiencies are varied slightly from lOO*Vo. The coefficients also
show the relative effects on X* of the various component efficiencies
of the cycle .
The effect on total work was obtained by a similar procedure
,
The expression for the optimunn jet pressure ratio X* was inserted
in the total work equation, and the derivatives of total work in re-
spect to the component efficiencies was obtained. In this case, X*
is a function of the efficiencies also, and the derivatives obtained





And a similar Taylor expansion for C* f the power coefficient, is:
ilffact of SnnaU Changes in Component Zifficienciee on the
Specific Fuel Consumption. The effect of component efficiencies
on the specific fuel consumption G was obtained as follows:
3600 f ,1b fuel
With the proper expressions for fuel consumption f and total work
in terms of the power coefficient Co , this becomes:
5= ^^ ' 7 ^' (46)H C^
If the power coefficient Qp in the preceding Taylor expansion
is considered to be equal to Cp — ^ • where Cp^ is the power
coefficient with all efficiencies lOO^/o and with optimum jet pressure
ratio X* , the above relation for S can be expanded into a similar
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form by neglecting squares of small quantities. The expansion
thus obtained for the specific fuel consumption is:
i<^~/^
' L(<^M-i)^(K'J>)r ^' u<u-t)^it^-M} \
(47)
Here 3* = « — i -^^ I 2ind is the value of the specific fuel
*^* H yj^'ii
consumption under ideal conditions. By evaluating the coefficients
of this expansion for any given set of cycle parameters, the rela-
tive effect of the component efficiencies on the specific fuel con-




Setting the work of the turbine (to station 4) oqual to the work of
the compressor, the following relations are obtained:
:^= K-Mi:^ (54)
Regenerator heating effectiveness is defined as:
V^ "" •- - (57)
15' " 'V
7? -TV 7;._7-,. ^'
(58)
Power to drive the propeller:
Assuming no pressure loss across the regenerator, the jet pres-



















To:^ ir[''o-'f4'-'^ (' -|.))+7'^ (1^% )] (63)
With these temperature ratios the thrust velocity V^ can be ob-
tained:
Power to thrust:




The total work output of the turboprop cycle with regeneration is:
f tC.T,(M-dL^'-oMl-'k(i-k))-^0'MO-f^)}(l^ -t\(^'')
Fuel Consumption Decrease due to Regeneration. For the
basic cycle without regeneration, the actual fuel consumption in
lb fuel
sec
was found to be;
Assuvrung the same temperature rise in the combustion chamber
for the cycle with and without regeneration, the actual fuel con-
sunnption with regeneration is found as follows:
///'V/m Cpr^^ (Ts-Vu) -^ /rrtCpTtlK'/^il-t'^^ (69)
from which f" can be determined as:
Thus, the actual fuel consumption decrease due to regeneration:
Power Output Decrease due to Regeneration. The corres-
ponding work output decrease for the regenerative cycle (assuming
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the sams temperature rise in the combustion chamber) becomes:
Optimum. Jet Pressure Ratio wth Regeneration, By dif-
ferentiating the total work expression for the regenerative cycle
with respact to X and setting the derivative equal to zero, the ex-




'' n n^nt X'- ^ fp] ^ i^if^^'^H'^ T')
Slifact of Small Changes in the Component £:fficiencies of
the Regenerative Turboprop Cycle on Cptimurn Jet Pressure Ratio,
Power Coefficient and Specific Fuel Consumption. Similar Taylor
expansions were carried out for the turboprop cycle with regener-
ation to obtain expressions for optinnum jet pressure ratio, total
work, and specific fuel consumption for small variations in /7^ ,
tip , rjc » ^V ^^^ n% ' Because of the fact that the coefficients
are evaluated at the point of ideal efficiency, the derivatives of X*
and VY/ ^ iri respect tc tlf > f7p > /7c ^''^'^ ^^ remain un-
changed . The derivatives in respect to fjjf were derived as:
II
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and the complete expansions for X* and Wfyf about the point of
ideal efficiencies are:
(77)
The coefficients of these expansions are plotted in Figures 3-9
for various values of o * jU^ $ and K, and show the relative effects
on optimum jet pressure ratio and total work output of small changes
in the component efficiencies from the ideal value.
An expansion for specific fuel consumption S of the regen-
erative cycle was obtained by a nnethod similar to that described
previously. By dropping ternr^s such as Ox //-^nt) ^^^ ^X {/"/?£/






Pvclative values of the coefficients of this expansion are plotted on
Figure 10 for Mq = .50, J^ = 3 and various values of K to show
the effects of component efficiencies on the specific fuel consuinp-
tion of the turboprop cycle with regeneration.
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As the dfficiencles of the turbine and propeller decrease from
the ideal value, the value of the optimum jet pressure ratio is
found to increase, showing an increase in power to jet thrust.
The effect of a change in ru or Op on X* is of the same order,
the turbine efficiency having the greater value . The effect of
a decrease in the jet exhaust nozzle coefficient Cy or an in-
crease in regenerator effectiveness /7x i» shown to lower the
value of X* . Connpressor efficiency n^ is found to have no ef-
fect. The relative importance of changes in^ cotnp>onent effic-
iencies on the value of the optimum jet pressure ratio X* is
shown in Figures 3-6, Part VII, for various values of d »/**•»
and K.
A simple expression can be derived from liquations
(76) and (77) to show how the ratio of jet work to propeller work
varies as the value of jet pressure ratio varies from the opti-
mum. Assuming, as a first approximation, that (X~X /^ '
the following ratio is obtained:
Jet Work _. r £^ JCX-X*)
Propeller Work L6fii'0C'^~')J
The coefficient of (X~X ) gives the slope of the straight line
showing the above ratio. For rjo = '50, J^ = 3, and K = 4,
this relation is plotted as Figure 10.
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The pov/er coefficient expansion Ca (Equation (77)) as
a function of the cycle parameters and efficiencies was found to be:
A decrease in the component efficiencies /7^, Hp
, Cy »
and tic from their ideal values is shown to result in a correspond-
ing decrease in Co and hence in the pov/er output of the cycle.
The effect of the turbine efficiency is predonninant in decreasing
the power output, followed by propeller efficiency, compressor
efficiency, and jet exhaust nozzle coefficient in relative innportance
Regeneration was found to decrease the power output of the ideal
turboprop cycle. Figures 7-9» Part VII, show the relative im-
portance of these coefficients for various values of the cycle pa-
rameters. For typical cycle parameter values of /f^= .SO^-^sS
and K = 4, a I /o change In /7^ results in a change in C^ of -.01146,
while a 1 /o change in i^^ results In a change of -.00510 in the value
of Co , The relative effects are apparent in this example. It
is interesting to note that the change in power coefficient due to a
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change in compressor efficiency is independent of the amount of
heat added in the combustion chamber and depends on flight speed
and compressor ratio only.
To show the variation of C^ with change in turbine and
compressor efficiency, values of power coefficient are plotted
against compressor pressure ratio on Figure 11 for ^k" ^« Hp' ^»
Cys I, //,= .50, and K = 4. The expansion given in i^quation
(77) was used for the plot which shows how the compressor pres-
sure ratio for maximum power coefficient changes with the effic-
iencies of compressor and turbine .
Specific fuel consumption S as a function of the cycle pa-
rameters and component efficiencies is given as Equation (78).
The coefficients of this expansion are plotted on Figure 12 for a
typical set of values of O tAC t and K. The turbine and propeller
efficiencies are seen to be predominant in increasing the fuel con-
sumption » Lesser effects are shown for compressor efficiency
and exhaust nozzle coefficient. For cycle parameter values of
/^= .50, -^ = 3, and K = 4, a 1*^0 change In turbine efficiency
ru results In an increase of the specific fuel consumption of
.0061 (lb fuel/hp.hr.) while a 1 /o change in compressor efficiency
/p^ results in an increase of .0015 (Ib.fuel/hp.hr ,), These
typical values show the relative effect of turbine efficiency as
compared with compressor efficiency on the specific fuel consump-
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tion of the ideal turboprop cycle.
Regeneration, as considered in this analysis, decreases
the power coefficient and decreases the specific fuel consumption.
o.
For /^x = 10 /o, and for the parameter values given above, it is
found that C» is decreased by -.00246 while S is decreased by
.178 (lb fuel/hp.hr.).
The results of these calculations can be used analytically
to immediately show the effect and importance of the efficiencies
in a turbine-propeller engine. The relative importance of the ef-
fects of these efficiencies on performance criteria can be easily
deduced from simple mathematical expressions without the use of
complex charts and graphs . As an example , by the use of Equa-
tion (77) it is possible to show how the percentage work done by
the propeller changes with variations in component efficiencies.
For the idaal cycle with optimum jet pressure ratio X* , it was
found that the total power output of the cycle went to propeller work,
As the component efficiencies change , the power division between
jet and propeller likewise changes.
This type of cycle analysis can be used to solve various
types of problems. As an example, Equation (29) can be used to
determine the value of compressor pressure ratio that will give
the maximum power output of the cycle for any given values of
cycle |>arameters and efficiencies. Assuming /7ps Ot'^Cy^l
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in J]quation"(28) and introducing the value of the optimum jet
pressure ratio, the following expression is obtained:
^1
This derivative is set equal to zero to find the value of cf which
gives maximum Go for the specified paranneter values:
^
JjL (for max. C«)
This simple equation gives the value of compressor pressure
ratio for maxinnum power output and can be plotted for various
values of compressor efficiency to show the trend with change in
efficiency.
Similar problems can be likewise easily solved using
Equations (30) and (31) to give the values oiM- and K for optinriunn




From the results of this cycle analysis of the gas turbine
propeller -driving engine, it is concluded that:
1 . A complete analysis of the performance of the ideal
turboprop cycle can be made in terms of three basic parameters
S ,jU^, and K by introducing the optimum jet pressure ratio X*
as a means of dividing the power output between propeller and
jet thrust.
2. An analysis of the non ideal turboprop cycle, with or
without regeneration, can be made in terms of the four parame-
ters, <r,LL, K and X and the connponent efficiencies of the system.
The relative effect of these efficiencies on performance criteria
can be shown by a Taylor expansion about the point of ideal effic-
iencies. In this method, the optinnum jet pressure ratio X* can
again be Introduced, and the resulting performance expressions
can be given in terms of three basic parameters o »/*» ^^<^ K,
3. Of the component efficiencies, the turbine efficiency
h^ was found to be predonninant in affecting the perforrr^ance cri-
teria of the Ideal turboprop cycle.
4. Propeller efficiency n^ was also found to have an im-
portant effect on the performance of the ideal cycle since , for
ideal conditions, all work Is done by the propeller.
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5. Regeneration, &3 considered in the analysis, has the
effect of decreasing the total power output and decreasing the













C - Specific heat at constant pressure C /6 •"/* /.
Cn - Power coefficient, defined as - '
f^ CpTm
Cp - Power coefficient with all efficiencies 100°/o ^^^ optimum
* o
jet pressure ratio
Cy, - exhaust nozzle velocity coefficient
d - Jji^ - [B^] (related to pressure rise across the compressor)
t - A STnall change in a given parameter
(7c - Efficiency of compressor
/ip - Propeller efficiency, including gear box losses and other
power transmission losses
Hf - Turbine efficiency
/>x - Regenerator heating effectiveness
f - Actual fuel consumption ( )
sec
g - Acceleration due to gravity (32.17 ft/sec )
Y - Ratio of specific heats
W T T
1




J - Mechanical equivalent of heat (778.3 -. ^^ )
K s: -^ (related to the temperature rise in the combustion
chaniber
M - Local Mach number







f* (related to forward flight speed)
p - Static pressure (—~)
in^
RTIIC - Heat added per pound of air ( )lb
S - Specific,fuel consumption ( ; )A^-hour
Sq - Specific fuel consumption with all efficiencies equal to
o,
100 /o and with optimum jet pressure ratio
T - Free stream static temperature ( R)
T - Total temperature (°R)
T' - Total temperature for an ideal isentropic process
T' - Total temperature at certain points in the regenerative cycle
V - Velocity (ft/sec)
r • /^
lb
ETU,W - Work per pound of air ( .. )
s (,pS-.] ^ zs Jll. (related to the pressure ratio acrossX
the exhaust nozzle)
X* - Optimum jet pressure ratio for ideal division of power




On the following Figures 3-6 are plotted the coefficients
of the expansion of optimum jet pressure ratio X^ as a function
of the cycle parameters C » JU^t and K, and the component ef-
ficiencies /L
, AL, C\ft tic. a«*cl fjfi*
Equation (76):
+
The following notation has been used in plotting:
^/ ~ U —/C
—
-' (ideal optimum iet pressure r„atio)
^%^ ^^C^^'fl K "^ £K?^5775r^7(coef. of (l-y^ term)
2^ s — E3 (coefo of (1 - Cy) term)
i^ - (coef„ of (I - t^c) term)
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